Job Description

Consultant - Risk Data Analytics-E15NATECONS002-RDA

Description
Deloitte & Touche LLP, provides Audit and Enterprise Risk Services (AERS), helps clients understand the complexity of issues such as performance, privacy, risk, controls, and data analysis.

AERS Overview: AERS helps organizations build value by taking a Risk Intelligent approach to managing financial, technology and business risks. This approach helps our clients focus on their areas of increased risk, bridge silos to effectively manage risk across organizational boundaries, and seek not only risk mitigation, but also pursue intelligent risk taking as a means to value creation.

Finance & Operations Risk Transformation (F&ORT) assists clients in managing their financial and operational risks resulting from market volatility, changes in statutory reporting requirements, changes in products and markets, third party relationships across the supply chain, corporate actions or events and emerging regulatory requirements impacting finance, treasury and business operations.

The Consultant will be a key contributor in providing solutions to our clients. Candidate will be responsible for providing support to the client in the development of future state vision, initiative/solution recommendations, and implementation roadmaps. The successful candidate’s role will also include:

• The design and implementation of custom, technology enabled business solutions
• Integrating business needs and technology solutions with responsibilities including, among others, developing system requirements, designing and prototyping, testing, training, defining support procedures and implementation
• Performing accurate analysis and effective diagnosis of client issues and manage day-to-day client relationships at peer client levels
• Gaining exposure to multiple industries and service lines within the practice while demonstrating an awareness of the full breadth of services offered by engagement follow-on opportunities

Practice specific:
• Develops and maintains contact with top decision makers at key clients, organizes and participates on pursuit teams, and aspects of the proposal development process.

Project specific:
• Perform current state assessment of client performance management and predictive modeling capabilities
• Perform implementation of people, process, and technology solutions
• Anticipation, identification, and escalation of issues impacting engagement delivery timelines and budget
• Perform day-to-day engagement/project relationships
• Provide timely project status updates
• Must be willing to travel up to 100%

Qualifications

Work Experience:
Total 2+ Years Relevant 2+ Years

Required Skills:
• Knowledge of enterprise risk management, risk reporting and dash boarding, business planning
• Knowledge of banking and securities industries – financials, regulatory reports and financial systems & architecture
• Knowledge of data modeling, data warehouse, database design, data mining techniques and service oriented architecture
• Knowledge of SQL on at least one of leading software such as Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, Sybase, Teradata or other leading RDBMS software and/or
• Knowledge of at least one of the following vendors' analytics software packages - SAS, SPSS
• Preferred, knowledge of one of the reporting platforms - SAP Business Objects, webMethods, Onedata MDR, Microstrategy, IBM Cognos or similar reporting packages
• Strong consulting service skills including effective verbal and written communication
• Preferable experience of Leading offshore/onshore teams
• Project management skills
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